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was not really theirs for many reasons. Indian
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participation in the American Civil War, on both
sides, was more extensive than most people real‐
ize, involving some 20,000 American Indians.

Between Two Fires is divided into three main
parts: "The Trans-Mississippi West," "The South,"
and "The North." After an opening chapter which
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als, he recounts a number of stories, ranging from
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Southern faction under Watie joining the Confed‐

the history of the Civil War, in all its variety, with
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all its heroism and all its ugliness." He has suc‐
ceeded admirably. Between Two Fires is a wel‐

The second portion of the book, labeled sim‐

come addition to the literature of the American

ply "The South," recounts three rather diverse sets

Civil War as well as to the literature of the Ameri‐
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Carolina served the Confederacy loyally, both as
catchers of runaway slaves and as volunteers for
the Army of Northern Virginia. The Eastern Band
of Cherokee, under the leadership of William Hol‐
land Thomas, a white man who was adopted by
the Cherokee as a child, served the Confederacy as
rangers to guard mountain passes and generally
hindering Union operations in the Smokies.
The last part of Between Two Fires concen‐
trates on American Indians from the Northern
States who joined the Union Cause. The Ottawa
and Ojibwa, from Michigan, hoping to renegotiate
treaties with Washington, offered their service as
sharpshooters for the Union. The Pequot and Mo‐
hegan Indians of Connecticut volunteered to serve
the Union for economic rather than idealist rea‐
sons. The Tonawanda Band of Seneca assisted the
Union because they saw the Federal government
as a necessary ally against efforts to remove them
from their hands in western New York.
Between Two Fires is well researched, with
extensive notes and an impressive bibliography,
which includes a wide assortment of manuscript
sources. The book has an excellent index. While
there are some quite interesting illustrations, I be‐
lieve the volume would have benefited from addi‐
tional maps beyond those used in the end papers,
which show Indian Land Cessions from 1850 to
1859. But that is a small complaint about an other‐
wise well-written work.
In his prologue, Hauptman states, "The goal of
this book then is to recover a hidden chapter in
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